Afternoon Tea Menu
Sandwiches
A selection of freshly cut sandwiches
Ham & mustard mayo
Cucumber & crème fraiche
Egg mayonnaise
Salmon & cream cheese

Homemade scones
Raisin & plain scones served with fresh cream and
preserves.

Patisserie
A selection of miniature cakes and sweet delights
By its very nature, our cream tea contains, gluten, dairy and nuts

Coast Sparkling Afternoon Tea £23.00 per person
Served with your preferred blend of Jing tea and a
complimentary 125ml glass of Prosecco

If you would prefer a selection of vegetarian sandwiches

Jing Loose Tea Menu
Jing A s s am
Breakf as t

Jing D arjeeling
2nd Flush

Assam tea is low-grown and holds a reputation
as the strongest full-bodied tea to be found.
Perfect with or without milk.

The quintessential afternoon tea; fragrant
and refreshing with body and depth.
Rounded and warm, with notes of
Muscatel grape.

Ji n g W hi te Peo n y

Jing Jad e Sword

Delightfully refreshing, rounded and
full-flavoured, with sweet and fragrant
notes of melon.

Grown in misty mountains in China’s
Jiande green tea terroir. Jade Sword is a
bright and fresh tea.

Ji n g E arl G rey

Jing Jasmine Pear ls

Whole leaf Ceylon scented with bergamot and
sprinkled with cornflowers to create a tea that
delights all the senses.

Composed of the most perfectly balanced
spring green tea, repeatedly hand scented
with fresh jasmine flowers.

J i ng Yel l o w G o ld
O o lo ng

Jing Chamomile

Hand-rolled with an aroma and flavour combining
caramel notes, tangy citrus and fresh grasses,
supported by quenching syrupy sweetness.

Chamomile flowers are fresh, cleansing and
intensely enjoyable to drink. Chamomile is often
said to be helpful as a muscle relaxant.

J i ng W ho l e
Peppermi nt Leaf

Jing Lemongrass
& Ginger

Striking and strong, with a fantastically fresh
and cleansing minty flavour. Peppermint leaf
cleanses your palate and aids digestion.

Deeply aromatic with warming spices
and highly refreshing.

For table reservations please call 698888. Loch Promenade Douglas. coast.im

